We introduce a transductive model for parsing into Universal Decompositional Semantics (UDS) representations, which jointly learns to map natural language utterances into UDS graph structures and annotate the graph with decompositional semantic attribute scores. We also introduce a strong pipeline model for parsing UDS graph structure, and show that our parser can perform comparably while additionally performing attribute prediction.
Introduction
Structured representations of meaning are a fundamental part of both the human language capacity and human cognition more generally. Recent years have seen a rapid growth in the number of formalisms that attempt to encode semantic relationships and attributes as nodes and edges in a semantic graph-e.g. Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR; Banarescu et al., 2013) , Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA; Abend and Rappoport, 2013) , and Semantic Dependency Parsing (SDP; Oepen et al., 2014 Oepen et al., , 2015 Oepen et al., , 2016 .
In these formalisms, semantic information is typically encoded discretely, using nominal category labels for nodes and edges. These categorical formalisms can be brittle when presented with non-prototypical instances, and they struggle to cope with changing label ontologies as well as new datasets . Furthermore, they are challenging to annotate, often requiring trained linguists and large annotation manuals.
The Decompositional Semantics framework presents an alternative to categorical formalisms that encodes semantic information in a featurebased scheme-using continuous scales rather than categorical labels (Reisinger et al., 2015; White et al., 2016; Rudinger et al., 2018a,b; . Starting with a feature-based semantic role representation rooted in Dowty 1991 Dowty 's (1991 proto-role theory (Reisinger et al., 2015; White et al., 2016) , this framework has expanded to cover a wide variety of additional phenomena: event factuality (Rudinger et al., 2018b) , genericity , entity types (White et al., 2016) , and temporal relations .
But while this rich array of annotation types has been separately modeled, no system yet exists for joint prediction of these annotations-likely because, until recently, no unified interface to the data existed. present such a unified interface-Universal Decompositional Semantics v1.0 (UDS1.0)-wherein these annotations are incorporated as node-and edge-level attributes in a single semantic graph-structure deterministically extracted from Universal Dependencies (UD; Nivre et al., 2015) syntactic parses via the PredPatt tool (White et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017) . 1 We present the first joint UDS parser, which learns to extract both UDS graph structures and attributes from natural language input. This parser is a sequence-to-graph transductive model which takes as input a sentence and outputs a UDS graph complete with node-and edge-level annotations.
In contrast to the traditional semantic parsing paradigm, which shares its roots with syntactic parsing and rests on the assumption that the nodes in the graph correspond to tokens in the input-i.e. the graph is lexicalized-the parsing-as-transduction paradigm treats parsing as a sequence-to-graph problem. Rather than generating one sequence conditional on another sequence (sequence-to-sequence transduction), we generate the nodes in a graph conditional on an input sequence. And as in sequence-to-sequence modeling, the support of the input and output distributions-i.e. their vocabularies-are not constrained to be identical. This has two benefits: first, post-hoc methods of obtaining alignments between input sequences and graphs-common in, e.g., AMR parsingare no longer required; and second, we are able to produce semantic graphs from arbitrary input vocabularies-meaning that we can, for example, perform cross-lingual parsing (Zhang et al., 2018) . The parsing-as-transduction paradigm thus lends itself perfectly to UDS parsing, since the UDS protocol allows non-lexicalized or cross-lingual graphs with re-entrancy-i.e. multiple parent nodes.
We compare our end-to-end transductive parser against a strong pipeline system, finding that the parser performs comparably to the pipeline while additionally learning to produce decompositional attribute scores. Our results are reflected in the UDS1.0 leaderboard at http://decomp.io.
Related Work
Datasets Reisinger et al. (2015) introduce the Decompositional Semantics framework in the context of a corpus-based verification of Dowty's seminal proto-role theory of semantic roles. This work was substantially expanded by White et al. (2016) , who annotate for semantic proto-roles (SPR), word-sense, and temporal properties on top of semantic graphs extracted from English Web Treebank (EWT; Bies et al., 2012) UD parses using PredPatt (White et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017) .
White et al.'s EWT annotations are modeled by Teichert et al. (2017) , who present a CRF-based multi-label classifier for proto-role labelling, and Rudinger et al. (2018a) , who make use of an eventdriven neural model. More recently, the annotation coverage for the same EWT data was expanded by who annotate and model fine-grained temporal distinctions, and , who add annotations and models for genericity-i.e. the degree of generality of events and entities in linguistic expressions.
All of these efforts coalesce in White et al. 2019, which presents the first unified Decompositional Semantics-aligned dataset-Universal Decompositional Semantics v1.0 (UDS1.0)containing all properties annotated on top of EWT parses with standardized train, validation, and testing splits and a native reader and query interface.
Parsing In the majority of work on decompositional semantics, the models are tasked with learning to predict attribute values, but not the underlying structure of the graph. Zhang et al. (2018) develop the first model for performing both graph parsing and UDS attribute prediction in a cross-lingual setting, where Chinese input sentences were transduced into UDS graphs derived from UD parses of the input's English translation. Zhang et al. (2018) present the first application of the parsing-as-transduction paradigm to UDS data as well as the introduction of a novel graph evaluation metric, S which we review in Section 5.2.
Parsing-as-transduction has proven to be applicable in a variety of settings: Zhang et al. (2019a) use it to achieve state-of-the-art results in AMR parsing. These results are improved upon and shown to generalize to two other semantic formalisms (UCCA and SDP) by Zhang et al. (2019b) , which set new state-of-the-art benchmarks for UCCA and AMR.
Data
The UDS1.0 dataset is built on top of the UD-EWT data with three layers of annotations: UD parses, PredPatt graph structure, and decompositional semantics annotations on the edge and node level. In addition to specifying the syntactic head and head relation of every token in the input, UD parses include lexical features, such as word form, word lemma, and part-of-speech (POS) tag. This forms the syntactic graph, which is lexicalized (each token is tied to a node in the graph). From these pieces of information, PredPatt outputs a set of predicates and their arguments. Each predicate and argument is tied via an instance edge to a particular node in the syntactic graph. Because both predicates and arguments can consist of multiword spans, there can be multiple instance edges leaving a semantic node. The semantic graph contains edges between predicates and arguments; in the case of clausal embedding, there can also be argument-argument edges. UDS1.0 includes "performative" speaker/author and addressee nodes, which model discourse properties of the sentence. As these currently have no decompositional annotations associated with them, we have chosen not to model them.
The crowdsourced decompositional annotations tied to the semantics subgraph can be split into node-level annotations and edge-level annotations. On the node level, annotations were collected for factuality, genericity, time, and entity type. These are summarized below.
Factuality Native speakers of a language are easily able to draw inferences about the factuality of a scenario, i.e. how likely it is that a given situation occurred or not. A factuality inference can be triggered by a diverse set of linguistic constructs, including negation, adjectives, adverbs, modal auxiliaries, and nouns. There are clear-cut examples-e.g. Jo left and Jo didn't leave-as well as less clear ones-e.g. Jo thought Cole had left and Jo didn't know Cole had left. Annotators were asked to rate (i) sentence clarity; (ii) whether the notion of factuality applied to the chosen predicate; (iii) if so, how likely it was that an event occurred or is occurring; and (iv) how confident they were in their answer. Annotations were normalized by filtering out low inter-annotator agreement annotations and mapping annotations onto the interval [−3, 3]. The factuality annotations in UDS1.0 were first introduced in Rudinger et al. (2018b) Genericity This set of annotations, introduced in , captures the ability of listeners to make inferences about the generality of events and event participants. This generality can occur at the predicate level-e.g. Mary ate oatmeal for breakfast today vs. Mary eats oatmeal for breakfast-or the argument level-e.g. Bishops move diagonally vs. Kasparov's bishop moved to A4. Breaking from the traditional categorical annotations used in previous work on genericity (Friedrich and Palmer, 2014; Friedrich et al., 2016) , create a decompositional ontology for predicates and arguments. The former contains particularity (whether the predicate triggers a particular situation or a group of situations), dynamism (whether the triggered situation is dynamic), and whether the situation is hypothetical or not. The latter set of annotations is composed of particularity (whether an argument has a particular referent), kind (whether an argument refers to a kind of thing) and level of abstractness of the argument's referent.
Time Temporal inferences constitute another important type of inference drawn from linguistic data. apply the UDS framework to temporal annotation, eliciting responses from annotators regarding the duration of events, chosen from the set {instantaneous, seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, years, decades, centuries, forever}. Annotators were also presented with a 5-point confidence scale, the annotations from which were ridit-scored.
Entity Types Word-sense information has long been annotated for word-sense disambiguation tasks-generally, using WordNet (Miller, 1995) . However, in many cases word-senses fit poorly into categorical bins. Therefore, White et al. (2016) annotate UDS semantic nodes with decomposed WordNet word senses, allowing multiple senses to apply to a given node.
Semantic Proto-Roles In addition to these nodelevel properties, annotations for semantic proto- role (SPR) properties were collected for the UD-EWT dataset by White et al. (2016) . SPR properties capture fine-grained semantic relations between predicates and arguments, which fall broadly into proto-agent properties-properties typical of an AGENT-like argument, such as volition, awareness, and instigation-and protopatient properties typical of a PATIENT (or similar role, e.g. THEME, etc.) such as a change to the argument's state or possession (see Table  1 for a full list of properties). These annotations were collected from a pool of trusted Mechanical Turk annotators, who provided ordinal responses on a scale of 1-5 to simple questions about proto-role properties-e.g. How likely or unlikely is it that ARG caused the PRED to happen? (INSTIGATION) . These responses were then normalized to the interval [-3, 3] using a ordinal link logit mixed effects model (Agresti and Kateri, 2011). 2 Arborescence Recall that the lowest level of the UDS graph ( Figure 1 ) is a syntactic dependency parse. Modeling this level is out of scope for this work, as we are interesting in modeling the semantic structure and attributes. In order to train and parse the model with a parsing-astransduction model, a hierarchical tree-like structure, or arborescence, is required, which has only edge and node annotations. From the full UDS graph, we construct the arborescence by:
(a) Assigning each semantic node a lexical label; this label is taken from the syntactic head that the semantic node dominates. The only exception to this is in the case of embedded clauses, where an argument node dominates an embedded predicate. Here, we follow PredPatt, assigning the label "SOMETHING" to the embedded argument (c.f. Figure 2 ). (b) Retaining all edges between semantic nodes as "argument" edges, duplicating nodes in cases of re-entrancy (e.g. "Bush (1) " in Figure  2 ). (c) Converting the deep syntactic structure into a shallow representation, where we introduce "non-head" edges from the syntactic head (attached to a semantic node) to each node it dominates, and remove all other semantic edges. This effectively linearizes the yield of each semantic node (see Figure 2 ).
Model
Our model is based on the transductive broadcoverage parsing model presented in Zhang et al. (2019b) , which can be consulted for further details on the encoder, decoder, and pointer-generator modules. The original parser is composed of six major modules: the encoder, the decoder embedding module, the target node module, the target label module, the head module, and the relation module. In this work we introduce two new modules: the node attribute module and the edge attribute module.
Encoder The encoder module takes a concatenation of multiple input features: GLoVe token embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) , POS tag embeddings, character CNN embeddings, and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) contextual embeddings (mean-pooled over subwords). These representations are passed through a stacked bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) encoder, which has the following definition:
where arrows denote the LSTM direction, t denotes the timestep, and l denotes the layer of the stack.
Decoder embedding module In order to generate new semantic nodes and relationships, a method of embedding categorical semantic information is required. More formally, a semantic relation is given by a tuple u i , d u i r i , v i , d u i , where u i denotes the "head" token of index i and v i denotes the token at index i. Note that these tokens are not input tokens but tokens in the graph. d u i and d v i are the indices of u i and v i , while r i is the relationship type between v i and u i . The decoder embedding module embeds these categorical variables into continuous space, producing a tuple of vectors u
For u i and v i , we take the concatenation of GLoVe, CharCNN, and POS embeddings (if the POS tag can be inferred from the source). r i , d v i and d u i are randomly initialized.
Target Node Module From the continuous embedding of a semantic relation u
we want to obtain a latent node representation z i . We initialize the hidden states of the 0 th layer and the hidden states of the 0 th state in each layer to
respectively. Further, let c i be a context vector over encoder states s l 1:n , defined as a (enc)
Let h l i and z i be defined as follows:
where z i can be thought as a representation of node i in the graph, conditioned on previously generated nodes (via h l i as well as the input text via c i , the graph token (via u i and d u i ) and the relation type (via r i ).
Using this representation z i , Zhang et al. (2019b) introduce an extended pointer-generator network (See et al., 2017) which computes the distribution over the next node label v i+1 :
From this last equation, we have that the generation of a new node is decomposed into three options: (1) generate a new node from a vocabulary of node labels, (2) copy a node label directly from the input sequence (lexicalization), or (3) copy a node label from a previously generated node (reentrancy).
Parsing modules To obtain a parse from the node states h 1:n , a head node and relation type must be assigned to each token 1 : n. To assign a head node, we instantiate two multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs): MLP (start) and MLP (end) , where (start) denotes the starting node of the edge and (end) denotes its target. Using these MLPs, for node i + 1 we obtain
i+1 , h (end) 1:i ) The next relationship r i+1 is computed in a similar fashion, also using two MLPs:
where j is the index of the head assigned to the node indexed by i + 1. 3 Node attribute module As noted in previous UDS projects, an important step in decompositional attribute annotation is determining whether a property applies to a given context. For example, factuality typically applies only to predicate nodes. Since all nodes (predicate and argument) are treated identically w.r.t. their semantic relations z i , this work introduces a two-fold node attribute model, which predicts whether a property j applies to a node i via a binary mask α j i as well as its value ν j i . This module defines α j i and ν j i as follows: P(α j i ) = sigmoid MLP (node-mask) (z i ) ν j i = MLP (node-attr) (z i ) Edge attribute module As in the case of node attributes, edge attributes do not apply in all cases. Therefore, a similar bifurcation strategy is pursued with edge attribute prediction: we predict a binary attribute mask β j s,e for attribute j on edge s → e as well as an attribute value λ j s,e . These are given by: Training The nodes in the graph are linearized in a pre-order traversal over the arborescence, which ensures that at prediction time, we have seen the potential antecendent of a node for targetside copying (e.g. Bush (1) in Figure 2 ), determining the order of semantic nodes in the graph. The syntactic children of these nodes are ordered in the order they appear in the text. The loss functions for the node, head, and relation prediction modules is cross-entropy loss, while for the masks α and β binary cross-entropy loss is used, since each position in the mask is a separate classification decision. The loss function used for K attributes ν 1:K on N nodes/edges is given by:
where γ is a scaling factor, c j i is the annotator confidence for annotation j on token i, ν is the set of predicted attributes, and ν * is the set of true attributes. Note that addition of the confidence mask c j i means we only incur loss on attributes which have been annotated for a given node, since c j i = 0 when an annotation is missing (i.e. we do not incur loss on the prediction of annotations which do not apply to a node or edge.) Also note than in the case of edges, the functional form of the loss is identical, but ν is replaced by λ.
This loss encourages the predicted attribute ν i value to be close in value to the true value ν j * i via the mean-squared error criterion while also encouraging the predicted and reference values to share a sign via the thresholded cross-entropy criterion.
Following Zhang et al. (2019b) we train the structural parsing modules with label smoothing (Szegedy et al., 2016) and coverage loss (See et al., 2017) .
All models were trained to convergence using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.001.
Experiments

Pipeline Model
Recall from Section 3 that the semantic graph structure in UDS graphs is deterministically generated from PredPatt, which takes as input a UD parse and outputs a semantic graph structure. This leads to a strong pipeline model for the graph structure alone: running a high-performing UD parser -the Stanford UD parser (Chen and Manning, 2014) -and passing its output through PredPatt to create a structure. 4 For this baseline, the only source of error is the UD parsing model, which for English performs very highly.
S Metric
Evaluating the quality of the output graph structure, whether from the parser or the baseline model, is non-trivial. One method of scoring a predicted graph against a reference structure is to find the degree of isomorphism between the two graphs by aligning the variables in the graphs. However, as shown by finding an optimal mapping is NP-complete; thus the same work introduces a hill-climbing approach, Smatch, for approximating this mapping.
While Smatch can match categorial variables such as those found in meaning representations like AMR and UCCA, it lacks a matching function for continuous variables such as decompositional attributes. To remedy this, Zhang et al. (2018) introduced the S metric, which present an extension to Smatch that additionally allows for attribute matching as well as cross-lingual matching.
Using the hill-climbing, we are able to match instance and attribute nodes and edges; instance nodes are matched via string match, while attribute similarity is given by:
where ω = 6 is the maximum possible difference between attributes, which are bounded on Table 2 : Test set precision, recall, and F1 via S-score tive. Note that this follows from the original UDS motivation found in Dowty (1991) , where binary proto-role features were introduced. The threshold for binarizing each attribute was tuned per attribute on the validation set. The baseline column in Table 1 shows the binarized F1 score for the baseline attribute model, given by predicting the median attribute value for each attribute type at each position. Pearson's ρ is undefined for this approach, as the variance of the predicted distribution is 0. The thresholds were similarly tuned on validation data for this baseline. Table 2 shows precision, recall, and F1 score as computed by the S metric (see Section 5.2) on full arborescences with semantics as well as syntax nodes. Our parsing model is able to perform comparably to the pipeline system. Table 3 shows precision, recall, and F1 score on semantics nodes alone. The first parser setting (syntax) reflects a parsing model trained on full graphs, and evaluated only on the semantics subgraphs of the produced graphs. The second parser (semantics) is directly trained on semantics subgraphs, with no syntactic nodes in the training graphs. The full parser performs comparably to the pipeline system while the parser trained specifically on semantics-only graphs outperforms the pipeline. However, the average Pearson's ρ for the syntactic parser was 0.3158, while for the semantics-only parser it was 0.2982. Table 3 : Test set precision, recall, and F1 from Sscore on semantics nodes only, where (syntax) denotes a parser trained to predict full graphs (semantics nodes with non-head edges to syntax nodes) while (semantics) denotes model trained on semantics-only subgraphs. Table 4 gives the S metric results on full graphs, including edge and node attribute matching. Note that the pipeline model is unable to perform this task because it predicts structure alone, without attributes. We see that training the parser Table 4 : Test set precision, recall, and F1 computed via S-score with attributes with shared MLP and BILINEAR modules (i.e. MLP (mask) = MLP (attr) and BILINEAR (mask) = BILINEAR (attr) ) for both the attribute mask and attribute value heavily degrades the performance.
Method
Analysis Table 2 suggests that the overall quality of the parses obtained by the parsing model presented here is comparable to the quality of parses obtained from the pipeline model, with Table 3 indicating that the semantic component of the graph can be parsed more accurately by our model. Taken together with Table 1 , we can conclude that the model is able to learn to jointly predict the graph structure and attributes. This is further reinforced by Table 4 . Note that the numbers reported in Tables 2 and 4 are not directly comparable, as the scores in Table 4 incorporate the matching scores between continuous attribute variables. Table 3 shows that a parser trained on semantic subgraphs better recovers the subgraphs than a parser trained on full graphs whose outputs are postprocessed to remove syntactic nodes. However, the fact that the parser trained on full graphs achieves a higher Pearson's ρ score indicates that the inclusion of syntactic nodes may provide additional information for predicting UDS attributes. While the pipeline system does well on modeling semantic graph structure, it is by definition unable to perform joint structure and attribute parsing. In contrast, the results presented in Table  1 show that the parser can jointly learn to produce semantic graphs and annotate them with attributes. In Table 1 , we see low correlation between ρ and F1 on some attributes (e.g. SPR properties sentient, was-used). This may be due to the combined cross-entropy and MSE loss used to train attribute attribute prediction models. It is possible that weighting the value of ρ by the confidence values c j i could produce a higher correlation.
Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced two models for inferring decompositional semantic graph struc-tures from text: a pipeline system and a joint parsing-as-transduction model. The joint parser that we have introduced is comparable to or better than the pipeline system with respect to graphstructure prediction, while also outperforming the median baseline on decompositional attribute prediction for edge and node attributes.
While UDS structures and various attribute types have been modeled separately White et al., 2016; Rudinger et al., 2018a,b; Zhang et al., 2018) , this work represents the first time all of these attributes and structures have been modeled jointly, and establishes a baseline for future efforts on UDS1.0.
